Design and Implementation of UAV Flight Simulation Based on Matlab/Simulink
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Abstract. This paper elaborates the composition and function of the flight simulation system according to characteristics of UAV flight simulation in simulation training device. Flight control model and navigation model are designed based on the Matlab/Simulink to solve mode switch and other key technical difficulties in software.

Introduction

UAV has been one of important weapon equipment in modern wars and has been widely used in civil areas. As the UAV plays a more and more important role, while accelerating R&D and equipping of advanced UAV system, countries worldwide pay more attention to research of training system and methods based on practical requirements in order to enhance UAV application performance. Currently, extensive developments and applications have been conducted for UAV simulation training systems of different types. The first aim is to improve the ability of flight personnel through simulation training. In order to implement real flight control training, a flight simulation environment should be established[1]. When the effect of flight simulation is closer to real UAV flight status, UAV control personnel’s skills will be improved more.

Composition of Flight Simulation System

Flight simulation computer hardware is composed of an IPC which communicates with system equipment via network port or serial port[2].

The software platform is based on general-purpose Windows operating system. In order to simulate the real-time control function of a stabilized turntable, Ardence RTX products will be used. This product offers a real-time subsystem on Windows platform to ensure real-time control, tracking and response on Windows platform. Software consists of two parts: flight control model and navigation model.

The former performs digital simulation of real devices of aircraft including aerodynamic device, flight-control computer, actuator, vertical gyro, rate gyro and magnetic heading sensor; the latter controls the UAV to fly at the designated flight path.

Design and Implementation of Flight Simulation

For flight control model and navigation model, the mathematical simulation method is used to simulate real devices including flight-control computer, navigation computer, aircraft power and aerodynamic systems and actuator.

Development tool. Graphical simulation modeling tool and simulation programming language are mainly used for modeling, and it is Matlab/Simulink that represents a combination of them. The modeling and debugging for the whole flight simulation including aircraft model, control law, sensor model and actuator model are implemented by Matlab/Simulink[3]. Aircraft model and sensor
model can be selected from Simulink model library\cite{4}. For the control law module, S function
interfaces written in C/C++ language provided by Simulink can be used to implement mixed
programming of Simulink and C/C++ language; then the model can be easily modified and
debugged by calling S function written in C/C++ language and making good use of Simulink visual
modeling capability.

Composition and function. The whole simulation model consists of flight control model (which is
used to simulate dynamic characteristics of the aircraft) and navigation model. A six-DoF nonlinear
model of aircraft is established based on aerodynamic data. The key to sensor model in the flight
control model is how to simulate sensor noise accurately. According to physical properties of the
sensor, noise signals are superposed at the output end of the sensor to simulate measured signal
noise and error. Dead area, saturation and other nonlinear factors often exist in the actuator. So in
the model, dead area and saturation parameters are properly set to simulate the actuator.

Flight control model. In a real UAV system, the flight control system is an integrated controller
responsible for coordinating and managing all subsystems of the UAV, and is also the core of UAV
flight management and control. Therefore, the implementation of the flight control module is a
basic and key part in UAV flight simulation.

Mathematical modeling. To research into UAV flight control, we first have to establish a model
for the research object. In modeling, the following assumptions are always made: the Earth is the
inertial reference system; the aircraft is a rigid body; the weight is a constant; and acceleration of
gravity does not change with flight altitude. By reference to airframe coordinates, six dynamic
 differential equations are established to describe the movement of aircraft.\cite{5} The said equations are
complex in structure, so they are only suitable for numeric calculation. For the convenience of
controller design, a small-disturbance linearized method can be used to obtain the small-disturbance
linear state equation of UAV at the equilibrium point.\cite{6} Furthermore, the aircraft is symmetrical, so
linear results are divided into two groups, which describe longitudinal movement and lateral
movement, respectively. Therefore, five control modes are established for flight control model,
including elevation holding and control, altitude holding and control, roll angle holding and control,
 course angle holding and control, lateral deviation control.

The longitudinal small-disturbance linear equation of UAV with wind disturbance is: \cite{7}
\[
X = AX + BU + Fd
\]
\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
d = \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta V_e \\
\Delta \alpha_e \\
\Delta q
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-W_e \\
W_e f_U_e \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
U_0 \text{ is airspeed component along the vertical axis; } W_x, W_y \text{ and } W_z \text{ are three components for wind speed; } X = [\Delta V \Delta \alpha q \Delta \theta]^T; U = \delta_e.
\]
The lateral small-disturbance linear equation of UAV with wind disturbance is:
\[
\dot{X} = AX + BU + Fd
\]
\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
d = \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \beta \\
\Delta \rho \\
\Delta \gamma
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
W_e f_U_e \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
U_0 \text{ is airspeed component along the vertical axis; } W_x, W_y \text{ and } W_z \text{ are three components for wind speed; } x = [\beta \rho \gamma]^T; U = [\delta_e \delta_r]^T.
\]

Design of control law. PID controller is used for the module. The system is under error-based
negative feedback control. The controller takes the difference between system output feedback
quantity and an expected value or a set value as the input quantity, and with an algorithm, obtains a
control quantity to make the output quantity change with the input quantity.\cite{8}

Take the design of longitudinal pitch channel of aircraft as an example. The pitch angle and pitch
rate feedback are used for pitch attitude holding and control of the aircraft. Pitch rate feedback is
realized by the angular rate compensator and the pitch angle is measured by the sensor. The throttle
opening is temporarily deemed to be constant, and is not taken into account. Then, the pitch channel
control model is designed with Simulink tool kit in Matlab.

**Navigation model.** The navigation system is an integral part of the UAV system. It is capable of providing support for tactical operations of the UAV through satellite navigation, AWACS guiding, ground guiding and UAV capability of detecting and tracking targets. It is mainly used to implement real-time location and automatic control of flight path of the UAV.

UAV’s navigation function is based on the coordinated turn function. First, the system determines the current course of an aircraft according to voyage points, measures and calculates the lateral deviation distance between aircraft and flight path, track deviation angle and current ground velocity of aircraft in real time, and then solves a lateral driving signal in accordance with the navigation control law, and gives a bank angle to control the aircraft to enter coordinated turn, and when both lateral deviation distance and track deviation angle are zero, the aircraft performs a straight and level flight along the current flight course until it enters the next point.

The simulation of navigation control law is based on flight control law simulation. The navigation control law is designed by integrating each separate channel into full dimension simulation and taking cross track distance and yaw angle as input values.

**Implementation of Simulation Technology Difficulties**

The flight simulation system is very close to a real system, but different from the real system. In simulation training, UAV is required to perform some extreme actions and random switch among modes, and humanity principle shall be followed during the training. This leads to considerable difficulty and many logical problems in programming. The whole module is of purely digital analog, so mode switch in real-time module may involve problems about zero clearing of many integral terms. In case of failure in timely zero clearing, accumulated values will affect the whole flight simulation result, and even cause systematic divergence, so that the control law could not be successfully implemented. Mutual independence of longitudinal channel and lateral channel is used. When receiving a command about changing longitudinal movement, the system only clears integral terms under longitudinal control, and integral terms under lateral control will keep accumulating until a command about changing lateral movement is received. Zero clearing of lateral integral terms is performed in a similar way.

Abovementioned processes will both satisfy requirements of practical simulation training and show simulative extreme action simulation, thereby training operator’s emergency response capability.

**Conclusion**

The flight simulation design of the simulation training device is implemented in the abovementioned method. According to the simulation result, control of modes of the aircraft meets specification requirements, the transition process during switch among modes is stable and the flight profile trend coincides. The design model can truly simulate UAV flight control and navigation and implement real-time simulation of pre-flight preparation, launch, cruising, program-control, manual control, mode switch and recovery controlled by the ground console. It has high confidence level and reliability in simulation, strong expandability and wide application.
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